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Editorial: Martin Luther
Martin Luther was born 500 years ago this year. There is probably no-one in the whole
history of the Christian church after the apostles whose memory evangelical Protestants
should be readier to honour than Luther. For if evangelical Christians are by definition
gospel-people, to no-one was the recovery of the apostolic gospel in the early modern era
more singularly due than to him. Historians stress that pre-Reformation Europe suffered
from a surfeit of religion, not from a lack of it, and Luther blazed the trail in stripping
away those myriad accretions of fearful piety which blocked out the radical simplicity of
the Christian gospel. By far the most significant of the Ninety-five Theses was the sixtysecond: ‘The true treasure of the Church is the holy gospel of the glory and the grace of
God.’ Was there ever a theologian whose thought was so mastered by the good news for
sinners in Jesus Christ?
Moreover, if evangelicals are by conviction Bible-Christians, perhaps the longest
labour of Luther’s life was his German Bible, and it was by a scholar’s exegetical
discovery that his fresh apprehension of the gospel laid its total claim upon him:
I had certainly been seized with a wondrous eagerness to understand Paul in the epistle to the
Romans, but hitherto I had been held up—not by a ‘lack of heat in my heart’s blood’, but by
one word only, in chapter 1: ‘The righteousness [justitia] of God is revealed in [the Gospel].’
For I hated this word ‘righteousness of God’, which by the customary use of all the doctors I
had been taught to understand philosophically as what they call the formal or active
righteousness whereby God is just and punishes unjust sinners.… At last, as I meditated day
and night, God showed mercy and I turned my attention to the connection of the words,
namely—‘the righteousness of God is revealed, as it is written: the righteous shall live by
faith’—and there I began to understand that the righteousness of God is the righteousness in
which a just man lives by the gift of God, in other words by faith, and that what Paul means is
this: the righteousness of God, revealed in the Gospel, is passive, in other words that by
which the merciful God justifies us through faith, as it is written, ‘The righteous shall live by
faith.’ At this I felt myself straightway born afresh and to have entered through the open gates
into paradise itself. There and then the whole face of scripture was changed; I ran through the
scriptures as memory served, and collected the same analogy in other words, for example
opus Dei, that which God works in us; virtus Dei, that by which God makes us strong;
sapientia Dei, that by which He makes us wise; fortitudo Dei, salus Dei, gloria Dei. And now,
in the same degree as I had formerly hated the word ‘righteousness of God’, even so did I
begin to love and extol it as the sweetest word of all; thus was this place in St. Paul to me the

very gate of paradise.1

Thus the light of Scripture freed him from church dogmatics.
Yet Luther remains a tantalizing, almost infuriating theologian. Debate persists, of
course, about some aspects of Calvin’s teaching, but as often as not it takes its origin not
in Calvin’s obscurity but in his unwelcome clarity. But Luther is a sterner challenge to his
interpreters. Even on so central an issue as the relation between law and gospel to
expound Luther’s understanding with rounded faithfulness is a demanding task. But this
much can be said. If it is a test of fidelity to Paul’s gospel that the expositor is liable to be
misread as advocating antinomianism, then Luther was far more faithful to Paul than
most modern evangelicals (who are more likely to be accused of the opposite error of
legalism). To exalt the freedom of gospel grace was Luther’s magnificent obsession, even
at the risk of appearing to do despite to the law of God. Some may judge him to have
erred, but if he did, he erred in the right direction, if we take our bearings from Paul.
Nor is it easy to do justice to a theological writer so given to paradoxes and opposites.
On the one hand he could compose the tenderest of lyrics for the church’s hymnody:
Take note, my heart; see there! look low:
What lies then in the manger so?
Whose is the lovely little child?
It is the darling Jesus-child.
Dear little Jesus! in my shed,
Make thee a soft, white little bed,
And rest thee in my heart’s low shrine.
That so my heart be always thine.2

Not that Luther was one to let baby-worship banish the gospel from the manger—or from
the font!
Yet less than a decade later he gave vent to the bitterest of his treatises against the
Jews, On the Jews and Their Lies. As the Zurich churches commented on another of his
anti-Jewish works, ‘If it had been written by a swineherd, rather than by a celebrated
shepherd of souls, it might have some—but very little—justification.’3 It stands in stark
contrast to Luther’s first writing on the subject, That Jesus Christ was Born a Jew, which
had been welcomed by Jewish readers in 1523.
The older Luther is no doubt an unattractive figure. Against the Roman Papacy, an
Institution of the Devil (1545) is probably not on the reading-list of any of the current
RC-Protestant dialogues. Yet if its polemical fury muddies exegesis and transgresses the
bounds of good taste (‘this bishop of hermaphrodites and pope of Sodomists’), it is
written out of a passion for the liberation of the gospel and the Scriptures. Even at his
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fiercest there is nobility in Luther’s savagery. Let critics beware lest our distaste for such
acrid controversy reflects the spinelessness of an age and of a church which on very few
issues can declare, ‘Here I stand. I can do no other’ (which is strictly unhistorical but ‘a
true myth’4).
What Samuel Rutherford once said of himself could well be applied to Luther—that
he was ‘made up of extremes’. The contrasts abound—light and dark, lofty spiritual
elevation and subterranean gloom, limpid simplicity and complex obscurity. One result is
that Luther is never dull for very long. If Macquarrie maddens or Barth bores, read some
Luther to rekindle your zeal for gospel theology. The theological student who never reads
Luther is depriving himself of some of the most appetizing and energizing fare in the
theological menu. There is something here for all interests and tastes, from the
Reformation manifestoes of 1520, such as The Babylonian Captivity of the Church, to the
classical simplicity of the Shorter Catechism, the devotional sensitivity of his exposition
of the Magnificat, the provocation of How Christians Should Regard Moses, the insight
of his Open Letter on Translating and the relentlessness of his defence of The Bondage of
the Will against Erasmus.
But finally, Luther splendidly exemplifies the fallibility of all theologians.
Evangelicals may be prone to idealize or even idolize the Reformers, and can be testy
when they are faulted. But we do the cause of biblical Christianity no service if we stamp
even a Luther or a Calvin with the mark of impeccability. Rather let Luther have the last
word, before the emperor at Worms in 1521, after he had offered to recant if ‘convicted
by the testimony of Scripture or plain reason’: ‘I am bound by the Scriptures I have
quoted, and my conscience is captive to the Word of God.’ Coram Deo he has his reward.
David Wright
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The Identity of the Holy Spirit:
A Problem in Trinitarian Theology
John Webster
[p.4]
1. The problem
Christian theology has been traditionally reticent in its talk of the Holy Spirit. In his Letters to
Serapion, one of the classic texts of Christian pneumatology, Athanasius counselled restraint
in view of the ineffability of the Spirit as one who entirely transcends the world of creatures.1
Such restraint is, however, not simply the fruit of due modesty before the divine realities. It is
also the result of the fact that Christian theologians have frequently experienced great
difficulty in specifying exactly how the Spirit is to be differentiated from the other two divine
persons. It has, moreover, often proved very difficult to mark out areas of the divine work
which are the Spirit’s special preserve. A very precise account of the identity of the Spirit has,
in other words, not uncommonly eluded Christian thinkers. It has, furthermore, often been
remarked that the development of the doctrine of the Spirit’s divinity seems little more than a
‘tidying-up’ process which brought Christian beliefs about the Spirit into line with Christian
beliefs about the Son or Word. If this judgment is true―and there are undoubtedly close
structural parallels between the arguments used for the divinity of both Son and
Spirit’2―some would see it as underlining the difficulty (and even perhaps impropriety) of
identifying the Spirit as a separate divine person.
In current theological debate, the need to identify the Spirit with some precision has become
acute for two reasons. First, unease with trinitarian accounts of the being of God makes some
suggest that ‘Spirit’ describes not so much the third Trinitarian person as the whole of God’s
being in its relation to man and the creation. Second, others more firmly rooted in the classical
Christian tradition have so emphasized the Christological dimensions of the doctrine of the
Spirit that the ‘third person of the Trinity seems to be almost absorbed into the second.
Neither trend offers a satisfactory account of the Spirit’s identity. Yet the provision of such an
account is a matter of some considerable significance,
[p.5]
precisely because the way in which the Spirit is understood can make a radical difference both
to the over-all shape of the doctrine of the Trinity and to an account of the relationship
between God and the world.
2. God as Spirit
The work of the late Professor Geoffrey Lampe, culminating in his 1976 Bampton lectures
God as Spirit,3 is the most weighty post-war English contribution to the doctrine of the Holy
1
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Spirit. Lampe’s fundamental contention is that ‘Spirit’ properly describes, not one of the three
divine persons, but the whole activity of God in his relation to man: ‘the Spirit of God’, he
writes, ‘is to be understood, not as referring to a divine hypostasis distinct from God the
Father and God the Son or Word, but as indicating God himself as active towards and in his
human creation.’4 As a consequence, Lampe’s conception of the Spirit is that of a general
presence of God within the creation, such that he can speak of ‘an incarnation of God as Spirit
within every man as human spirit’.5 ‘Spirit’ is virtually co-terminous between God and man,
and so the church may not regard itself as the exclusive location of God’s Spirit; rather, it is
the focal point of God’s personal presence to all creation. Many of the same themes are taken
up in the work of Maurice Wiles, who has suggested that ‘Spirit’ denotes the personal and
relational nature of God as present to his creation: ‘God as Spirit is God as present’.6 Or
again, ‘to know God as Holy Spirit is to know him as... the absolutely other entering into the
most intimate conceivable relationship with man’.7
Both Lampe and Wiles resist the isolation of the Spirit as an identifiable distinct divine
person. One effect of this resistance is the attempt to reformulate the doctrine of God in nontrinitarian terms. Since ‘spirit’ is not a divine hypostasis, and since Jesus Christ is most effectively described as the supreme instance of God’s indwelling of human Spirit,8 Trinitarian
formulae are less than adequate formulations of our apprehension of God.9 But quite apart
from these implications for the doctrine of the Trinity, the consequences for the doctrine of
the Spirit are such that the Spirit is understood in a general and cosmic context as God’s
immanence within his creation.
If such a pneumatology is unsatisfying, it is primarily because its account of the identity of
the Spirit is too generalized. Partly this follows from its rejection of ‘personal’ language about
the Spirit: ‘Spirit’ becomes a description of the quality of God’s activity in the world rather
than of a distinct person within God’s being. But there is also here a failure to state how the
Spirit is Christologically identified in the New Testament.10 The scope of language about the
Spirit in the New Testament is distinctly limited and specialised; the broad use of ‘Spirit’ to
denote divine immanence finds little New Testament warrant. ‘So far from the Spirit’s being
cosmic in scope (as Christ, the Logos of God, is), the Spirit is scarcely mentioned except as
among Christians and as the agent of the ‘new creation’―the bringing of persons to new life
in Christ.’11 ‘Spirit’ in the New Testament is Christologically identified: it is located through
Christ who is supremely endowed with the Spirit, who pours the Spirit upon the church after
his exaltation, and to whom the Spirit testified. As G. S. Hendry suggests, ‘the witness of the
New Testament to the gift of the Spirit is soteriological and eschatological in character; when
History (Cambridge, 1972), pp. 111-130; ‘What Future for the Trinity?’ in Explorations in Theology 8 (London,
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4
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the attempt is made to fit it into the framework of a conception that is cosmological and
anthropological in character, it almost certainly loses something of its distinctiveness’.12
3. The Spirit of Christ
This very close correlation of the doctrines of the Holy Spirit and the person of Christ has
been an especial characteristic of Protestant theologies of the Holy Spirit, though its roots are
arguably deep in the patristic tradition.13 Such a refusal to envisage the Spirit in general or
cosmic terms is, of course, bound up with a large-scale rejection of natural theology. A
natural knowledge of God on the basis of the immanence of the Spirit within nature and man
is ruled out since it is illegitimate to speak of the Spirit as a naturally-available presence of
God to the whole creation. Knowledge of God is available only in Christ, and so ‘we cannot
speak of the operation of the Spirit in the world as if the Incarnation had not taken place,... or
as if he may now operate as it were behind the back of Jesus Christ’.14
But more is involved than this, for to stress the Christological context of the spirit is to
introduce a very definite conception of his work and of his place in the Trinity. With regard to
his work, the Spirit’s identity is defined by his role as the one who effects union between the
believer and Christ. The Spirit is the agent of the subjective realization of Christ’s objective
accomplishment of salvation. The Spirit of Christ ‘discloses His words and deeds, His Cross
and His resurrection to us, as the divine reality bearing upon us, embracing us, giving to us’,15
so that ‘what is involved is the participation of man in the word and work of Christ’.16 In a
memorable passage, Calvin argued that without the applicatory work of the Spirit, Christ
remains ‘unemployed’,17 external to and not appropriated by the believer for whom he died.
Thus the Spirit’s work is defined in terms of his relation to Christ: he reproduces in the
believer Christ’s pattern of death and resurrection, in this way conforming him to Christ in
baptism and sanctification18.
This understanding of the work of the Spirit as ‘essentially subservient and instrumental to the
work of the incarnate Christ’19 leads to a specific understanding of his place within the
Trinity. One theme in classical western Trinitarian doctrine has been that of the Spirit as the
‘bond of love’ (vinculum caritatis) between the Father and the Son. Through the Spirit, Father
and Son are compacted into loving unity. Such a conception clearly ties the Spirit very closely
to Father and Son, sometimes to such an extent that it is difficult to see how he is personally
differentiated from the first two persons, or to identify a sphere of operation which is
peculiarly appropriate to him.
Much the same conception of the place of the Spirit lies behind the notion of the double
procession of the
12
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[p.6]
Holy Spirit ‘from the Father and the Son’. The so-called ‘Filioque’ clause is infamous as a
cause of schism between east and west, and is frequently dismissed as abstraction or
pedantry.20 But, however regrettable, the controversy at heart concerns the way in which the
Trinity is to be understood, and in particular how the divine tri-unity relates to the oneness of
God. Western theology insists that the Spirit’s origin lies in both Father and Son, in order to
underline the community of function between the first and the second persons. To say that the
Spirit proceeds from one person only would be to disrupt the primacy of the divine unity for
our conception of the nature of God. Indeed, it is this sense of the unity of God which western
theology has often struggled to safeguard. Eastern theologians, by contrast, emphasize the
procession from the Father alone in order to retain a stronger conception of the triunity of
God. To say that the Spirit proceeds from both Father and Son would be to compromise the
fundamental plurality of God’s being which is expressed in the proper distinction between
Father and Son with regard to the origin of the Spirit.
The conception of the work of the Spirit and of his relationship to the other Trinitarian
persons outlined in the western tradition attempts to state the Spirit’s identity by conceiving of
the Spirit in a Christological context. Yet it is precisely this attempt Christologically to
identify the Spirit which in the end may make the argument less than satisfactory. The
strength of this Christological definition of the Spirit is that it protects the identity of the Spirit
from being generalized into a divine presence suffused throughout creation. The weakness of
such an argument is that it may abosorb the identity of the Spirit into that of the Son.
A first reason for this is that Christologically-orientated doctrines of the Spirit are not
infrequently (though rarely intentionally) subordinationist, in that the Spirit is not possessed
of the same fully divine status as Father and Son. If the Spirit’s work is merely applicatory,
then it is difficult to envisage him as having as full a place in the divine economy of salvation
as the other persons. Or again, talk of the Spirit as the ‘bond of love’ between Father and Son
is not fully personal language. As a result, the shape of the Trinity is not that of three co-equal
persons but rather of ‘two subjects and one “operation” or, perhaps, “quality”’.21
Second, a stress on the unity of the Trinity, which lies behind the Christological identity of the
Spirit, often verges on the suggestion that the oneness of God is more fundamental than his
threeness. In more technical language, Losky argues that western theologians emphasize the
‘ontological primacy of the essence over the hypostases’.22 Barth’s doctrine of the Trinity, for
example, needs to be considered with caution here. By tying the Spirit so closely to Christ,
Barth often seems to suggest that the triunity of God is less primordial than his unity, and that
20
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‘personality’ is properly attributed to the one God rather than to each of the three trinitarian
persons. Father, Son and Spirit are seen as ‘moments’ or ‘modes’ of the unfolding of a single
divine subject, so that threeness threatens to be resolved into oneness.23
Thus what starts as the attempt to protect the identity of the Spirit from dissipation into a
general presence of God easily becomes itself a threat to that identity. To tie the Spirit too
closely to the person and work of Christ is to underestimate that differentiation within the one
divine life and thus to encourage the slow drift into modalism which is so common in western
Trinitarian theology.
How can the problems be eased?
4. The identity of the Spirit
In the first place, there is a need to ensure a properly pluralist doctrine of the Trinity, one, that
is, in which threeness is understood as fundamental to God’s unity. Unity is a relational term
when applied to God: the divine unity is not monadic, relationless and undifferentiated.
Rather, it is organic and dynamic, expressed in the personal histories of the sending of the Son
and the outpouring of the Spirit. ‘The Divine unity is a dynamic unity actively unifying in the
one Divine life the lives of the three Divine persons’.24 Divine unity does not lie behind the
threeness of God; rather, it is the event of the peace of the divine life between Father, Son and
Spirit.25
This will also involve careful specification of the notion of ‘person’ as applied to God.
‘Person’ is again to be conceived relationally: the person is not an autonomous subject but
rather is constituted as person in relationship and dialogue. Understood in this way, the divine
‘personality’ or ‘subjectivity’ does not preclude relationship and differentiation; indeed, it is
relationship. God’s personality is God’s relatedness to himself.
If God’s triunity is thus understood as a personal, related society, then the danger of
absorption of the Spirit into the person of Christ will be considerably lessened, precisely
because God’s being will be seen as fully plural. A pluralist understanding of God’s being,
moreover, will furnish the basis for understanding the distinct role of the Spirit in the divine
economy, related to but properly distinguished from those of Father and Son. This will, in
turn, serve to reinforce a sense of the distinct identity of the Spirit. Three areas of God’s
action which are properly to be attributed to the Spirit can be marked out.
First, the Spirit is the one who is sent out into the world through the church and who thus
demonstrates that God’s life is a life open to the creation. Because the Spirit is sent, ‘the
triune God is the God who is open to man, open to the world, and open to time’.26 The Spirit
is a protest against monadic conceptions of God in which the divine life is seen as ‘a closed
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triangle’,27 complete in the enjoyment of its own inner relationship and unconcerned to reach
beyond itself into the history of the world.
Second, the Spirit is especially active in the mission of the church. In this, the Spirit’s work is
not merely that of ensuring the subjective appropriation of what was accomplished by the Son
once for all in the past. Rather, we have here to do with ‘a great new event in the series of
[p.7]
God’s saving acts. He creates a world of his own’.28 In this he does not supplant Christ, but
rather his work continues the work which God began in Christ, and derives its validity and
effectiveness from Christ’s once-for-all accomplishment. Thus in the Lucan writings, Spirit
and mission are inseparable: the giving of the Spirit by the exalted Christ enables the mission
of the church as the agent through which Christ’s kingdom is extended.29 This link between
Spirit and mission is significant for two reasons. First, it prevents an excessive weighting of
the Spirit’s work towards the past work of Christ, emphasizing that that Spirit does not merely
‘remind’ the church of Christ but also continues this work through its agency. In this way,
second, it ensures a sphere of salvation history which is proper to the Spirit.
Third, in the worship of the church the Spirit is operative with an activity which differentiates
him from Father and Son. The theology of prayer indicated in such passages as Romans
8:15f., 26f. and Ephesians 2:18 suggests that in the prayer which the Spirit enables God ‘hears
his own voice’. In prayer, ‘the Spirit’s voice turns out to be ... the voice of God addressing
himself from within man’.30 Such a conception of the Spirit’s work in prayer and worship
immediately introduces a note of differentiation in our understanding of God’s being, and so
safeguards both the divine plurality-in-unity and the identity of the Spirit. ‘The way in which
our prayers are caught up into God’s own self-address reveals the reality of a further internal
relation in the deity.’31
The Spirit is the one in whom God moves beyond himself in provoking mission and worship.
If this is true, then we are able to see that the Spirit has an identity of his own, though one
essentially bound to that of Father and Son. and we are, moreover, enabled to see a little more
clearly that our understanding of the work and person of the Spirit can provide the crucible of
an entire understanding of the triune life of God.
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